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Deadly siege ends at the Taj Mahal
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AFTER 62 hours of shooting and carnage, the terror attack that brought the heart of Mumbai to a standstill ended as Indian commandos killed the last gunman
yesterday.
Officials fear the death toll - which includes two Australians - could rise to well above 200 as bodies are removed from the two luxury hotels laid siege by
gunmen.
A spokesman for the Australian High Commission in India said the safety of 79 Australians in the vicinity of the terrorist attacks had been confirmed, but warned
the figures might change.
The last three terrorists resisting Indian commandos inside the famous Taj Mahal hotel were killed in a dramatic final gun battle yesterday. Following the intense
shoot-out, security forces said they finally had the building "under control".
J.K. Dutt, the Director-General of the National Security Guard, said the terrorists set fire to a section of the hotel as a "diversionary tactic" during the encounter.
Local television images showed the body of a terrorist being pushed out of a ground floor window during the fight. It lay on the ground outside the hotel at the
end of the shoot-out.
Overnight, snipers were stationed on fire-engine cherry pickers to target terrorists inside the building.
Once the shooting was over security forces began sweeping the hotel searching for any guests still in their rooms and ensuring there were no booby traps.
The "Battle of the Taj" finished about 62 hours after the gang of up to 40 heavily armed terrorists launched their attack.
Indian media reported the only terrorist captured alive, Azam Amir Kasab, 21, is from the district of Faridkot in the part of Kashmir controlled by Pakistan.
He reportedly said some of the attackers travelled to Mumbai by sea from Karachi in Pakistan, while others were based in Mumbai prior to the attack. Kasab
reportedly told police he was trained to "kill to the last breath".
Police suspect that those who attacked Mumbai were associated with terrorist group Lashkar-e-Toiba, which has links to Pakistan's top spy agency, the ISI.
However, the intimate knowledge the terrorists had of their targets suggests home-grown militants may also have been involved.
Pakistan Foreign Minister Pranab Mukherjee called his Pakistani counterpart, Makhdoom Shah Mahmood Qureshi, to demand "immediate action" by Pakistan in
response to the Mumbai attacks. The incident had made efforts to improve relations between the two countries "impossible" he said.
Indian Prime Minister Manmohan Singh has invited the head of Pakistan's ISI, General Shuja Pasha, to New Delhi to assist with investigations into the Mumbai
terrorist strike. After initially agreeing to this request, Pakistan sent a representative instead. The Pakistan Government has denied any involvement in the attacks.
The terrorist attacks have put the Indian Government under extreme pressure to take a tougher line on terrorism. Indians are also asking how a relatively small
group of attackers could terrorise Mumbai for such a long period.
Local officials have been criticised for not calling in India's specialist anti-terrorist commandos more quickly when the attack first started on Wednesday night
local time.
Early yesterday, security finished removing the bodies of five hostages and several terrorists from nearby Nirman House.
Police said eight grenades were defused following a fierce gun battle there on Friday.
The identification of bodies and post-mortem examinations had been delayed because hospitals were not equipped to cope with the large number of bodies, The
Times Of India reported yesterday.
THE TOLL
Total dead 160
Total injured 327
Australians dead 2
Australians safely
accounted for 79
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